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 Ma-del pallet selection line is composed by a chains transfer which accumulates piles 

of pallets. from here it is aimed to the unstacker where with a movement system the pile is 

fixed. A platform moved by a hydraulic cylinder places the pallet on the chain system in 

order to check out one by one. Following we have a turnover module which, in alternative 

way, disnests the pallets.  Finally with a chains group a worker selects the pallets with a 

control panel and aims them to the stacker depending on their quality. 
 These lines are composed by two or more stackers in order to select different 
qualities of pallets and what are to repair. Furthermore we can add markers to the stackers 
to mark phytosanitary certificate or any brands. 



 

 In case the customer requires it we can join repair and select lines in order to 

optimize the production. Our lines are composed by modules, and we can perfectly 

make the process by steps till having a complete selection and repair line.   

 220 or 380 V power and an air intake are needed to install the machine. 

 The machine is according with the safety regulations in the CE Acts.

 

 Selection has to be done based on the same kind of pallet. This line was specially 

conceived to select Europallets or similar. 

 With this kind of machinery dead times and physical efforts from worker are 

avoided, and production is improved. 

 This machinery has a big profitability: on one hand we work with a single worker 

selecting pallets and other one with the forklift. On the other hand, we will improve our 

production because one worker can select between 200 – 250 pallets per hour.   

 This kind of machinery is especially suitable not only to companies which only 

select pallets, but also to companies which repair pallets. Because of its productivity it 

is the perfect line as a previously step to repair pallets. 


